
ASSURANCE POLICY

In the same way as quality, respect of delivery times, 
environment and training, security is an essential part 
in the function and durability of a company. One single 
moment of inattention can cause a dramatic situation.
While respecting the general safety instruction you  
assure for your own protection as well as the protection 
of others.

We thank you in advance to help us during your stay 
to support our strive for security by respecting the  
recommandations included in this document.

François LEBOURCQ

Security Manager

Release May 2012

Safety and environment
instructions

Welcome to AXON‘ CABLE S.A.S. ...

... have a nice and secure day.

AXON’ CABLE S.A.S. - ROUTE DE CHALONS EN CHAMPAGNE
51210 MONTMIRAIL - France

TEL. : +33 3 26 81 70 00 - FAX. : +33 3 26 81 28 83
WEB : http//www.axon-cable.com

e-mail : sales@axon-cable.com

WORKSHOPS

- It is recommanded to attach long or 
  medium length hair.

- Keep your department tidy and clean.

- It is forbidden to pass under the forks 
  of fork-lift truck.

- Use all protective means at your 
  disposal of the staff.

- Respect the sorting out of waste.

HELP

-  Whenever an anormaly or accident 
  occurs, alert a person on charge of the 
  department.

- In case of fire, operate an alarm system 
  and dial 018 from a standard telephone 
  or 112 from a mobile.

- In case of evacuation, get to the 
  gathering point using the indicated route 
  shown on the evacuation plan.

General safety
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Gathering point in case of emergency evacuation

- AXORAL : parking place situaded between Morin river and main 
entrance ;
- AXOPOLE : central village square.

- Cable factory, AXO.TEC and AXO.HUB : AXO.CAD parking place ;
- AXO.CAD : AXO.TEC parking place ;
- AXO.COM : parking next to the access road ;

axo.comaxoral

axo.tec - axo.hub - axo.cadaxopole

AXON’ CABLE - MAIN SITE

Offices
Workstores

OFFICES & WORKSHOPS

- Badge must be worn.

- The factory is a non-smoking area.

- Restrictive use of mobile phones.

- Don‘t take pictures.

CIRCULATION

- Respect the speed limits.

- Respect the pedestrian ways.

- It is forbidden to penetrate in the work-
shop or protected zones without being 
accompanied or without authorization.

- It is forbidden to drive a fork_-lift truck 
without permission.
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